
PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS 
 

We’ve all been lost in a complicated problem, not knowing what to do next. 

Below is a method that works to push forward through troubling points. 
 

1) First, ask yourself what the problem is asking you to solve.  You can’t find the answer to a problem if you 

don’t know what variable and units you need to have. 

 

2) Second, write down what information the problem gives you.  Often, problems give too much 

information…by writing down each bit in a table away from the question, you can often see relationships to 

better plan your attack.  But you can’t stop at writing down just the give information!  Write down anything 

you know as well…many problems assume you know things like how many feet are in a mile—writing 

down constants or variable you think may be used can also help to see relationships between variables. 

 

3) Next, list any equations you have learned from the unit you are in, and any that you use on a regular basis.  

Look for an equation that uses all but one variable you’ve listed in your given information…this may not 

solve for what the problem wants—but that’s OK!  Often the first equation used will get you an answer 

which you then must add to your table of givens—the addition may allow you to choose another equation 

that had too many unknowns before you solved for one of them. 

 

4) Solve the equation for your unknown variable.  It is easier and you’ll be less prone to make mistakes if you 

do this BEFORE plugging in your known variables. 

 

5) Convert any given information into the proper units—these will be defined by equation constants.  If it isn’t 

contrary to the constants being used, convert any given information into the units your answer should be in 

now. 

 

6) Solve any equations you can (where only one variable is unknown).  Be sure to include units and make sure 

your units are cancelled correctly when you solve the equation. 

 

7) If necessary, repeat steps 2-6, amending your given information with the new information garnered in step 

6.  Each time you develop a solution for a variable, ask yourself if the answer is reasonable?  Examine your 

units and use common sense…do not assume units will work themselves out!  You need to carry these 

through the work with the numbers.  Too many mistakes are made due to failure to use proper units in a 

calculation. 


